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How To Be a Graphic Designer Without Losing Your SoulPrinceton Press, 2005
Designers are quick to tell us about their sources of inspiration, but they are much less willing to reveal such critical matters as how to find work, how much they charge, and what to do when a client rejects three weeks of work and refuses to pay the bill. How to be a graphic designer without losing your soul addresses the concerns of...
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Industrial Problem Solving Simplified: An 8-Step ProgramApress, 2013

	Industrial Problem Solving Simplified provides a roadmap for solving manufacturing problems. Containing numerous examples of actual problems and their solutions in various industrial environments, it is for novice as well as experienced manufacturing owners, managers, quality representatives, consultants, trainers, and procurement...
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The Syrian Social Nationalist Party: Its Ideology and HistoryBlack House Publishing Ltd, 2019

	The emergence of the Syrian Social Nationalist Party (SSNP) during the Syrian civil war as a military and political force has elicited interest and debate among observers and analysts of the Middle East. Long considered as irrevocably marginalized by decades of prohibition and persecution, the SSNP has over the last decade re-asserted itself as...
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Introduction to Ultra Wideband for Wireless Communications (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
Ultra Wideband (UWB) Technology is the cutting edge technology for wireless communications with a wide range of applications. In Introduction to Ultra Wideband for Wireless Communications UWB principles and technologies for wireless communications are explained clearly. Key issues such as UWB wireless channels, interference, signal...
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Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Wireless Java with J2ME in 21 Days begins by establishing the basic parameters of J2ME development and its uses in building wireless applications. The tutorial chapters introduce both text and graphical application development for typical wireless devices. Finally, the book presents the major types of...
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Google SketchUp For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007

	Get a whole new perspective on 3D modeling


	Build your house in 3D, do some remodeling, and share it in Google Earth


	Developed with architects and other design gurus in mind, Google SketchUp is the fast, easy way to build 3D models of anything you want — buildings, furniture, or...
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Advances in Mobile Radio Access NetworksArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book gives a comprehensive overview of the technologies for the advances of
mobile radio access networks. The topics covered include linear transmitters,
superconducting filters and cryogenic radio frequency (RF) front head, radio over
fiber, software radio base stations, mobile terminal positioning, high speed
downlink...
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Clinton and Japan: The Impact of Revisionism on U.S. Trade PolicyOxford University Press, 2009

	This book chronicles how a controversial set of policy assumptions about the Japanese economy, known as revisionism, rose to become the basis of the trade policy approach of the Clinton administration. In the context of growing fear over Japan's increasing economic strength, revisionists argued that Japan represented a distinctive form of...
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UMTS and Mobile ComputingArtech House Publishers, 2002
This unique book bridges the gap between ubiquitous computing (UBICOMP) and third generation mobile communication. A first-of-its-kind, this resource helps you decide which are the most promising technologies to use for specific mobile communication applications. Scenarios indicate how new applications will be developed and how to implement them....
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Understanding Wap : Wireless Applications, Devices, and Services (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2000
Over the last five years or so a revolution has taken place, and continues to do so, that is changing the way we communicate and interact with each other and our environment. The advent of the Internet and the ubiquitous presence of mobile personal communications systems are the most prominent examples of this. The Internet has made it possible to...
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I Married an eBay ManiacQue, 2006
Has your spouse been spending more and more time on the computer? Do they hide the screen when you walk in the room? Have new items been appearing in your house while your older possessions seem to disappear? Perhaps the explanation is in "it" - eBay mania! 
 

I Married...
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Systems Approach to Engineering Design (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This comprehensive resource shows how to incorporate systems thinking &   systems engineering techniques into every stage of the design process from  concept inception, testing, & quality assurance, to implementation,   delivery, & upgrading     

       As high-tech engineering organizations learn to do more with less, they...
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